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In a recent work [Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 240401 (2016)], a framework known by the name
of assemblage moment matrices (AMMs) has been introduced for the device-independent quantifi-
cation of quantum steerability and measurement incompatibility. In other words, even with no
assumption made on the preparation device nor the measurement devices, one can make use of this
framework to certify, directly from the observed data, the aforementioned quantum features. Here,
we further explore the framework of AMM and provide improved device-independent bounds on
the generalized robustness of entanglement, the incompatibility robustness and the incompatibility
weight. We compare the tightness of our device-independent bounds against those obtained from
other approaches. Along the way, we also provide an analytic form for the generalized robustness of
entanglement for an arbitrary two-qudit isotropic state. When considering a Bell-type experiment
in a tri- or more-partite scenario, we further show that the framework of AMM provides a natural
way to characterize a superset to the set of quantum correlations, namely, one which also allows
post-quantum steering.

I. INTRODUCTION

By using a Bell-nonlocal [1, 2] resource, such as an
entangled pure quantum state, one can generate correla-
tions between measurement outcomes which do not obey
the principle of local causality [3], beating our intuitive
understanding of nature. To date, convincing experimen-
tal demonstrations of Bell-nonlocality (hereafter abbre-
viated as nonlocality) have been achieved in a number of
different physical systems (see, e.g., Refs. [4–7]).

Operationally, nonlocality enables one to perform some
tasks that are not achievable in classical physics, in-
cluding quantum cryptography [8], randomness genera-
tion [9, 10], reduction of communication complexity [11]
etc. For example, using nonlocal correlations, the task of
quantum key distribution [8] can be achieved [12] even
when one assumes nothing about the shared quantum
resource or the measurement apparatuses. Since then,
several quantum information tasks have been proposed
within this black-box paradigm (see [13–15] and refer-
ences therein) — forming a discipline that has come to
be known as device-independent (DI) quantum informa-
tion.

Another peculiar feature offered by quantum theory
is steering [16] — the fact that one can remotely steer
the set of conditional quantum states (called an assem-
blage [17]) accessible by a distant party by locally mea-
suring a shared entangled state. This intriguing phe-
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nomenon was revisited in 2007 by Wiseman, Jones, and
Doherty [18]. In turn, their mathematical formulation
forms the basis of a very active field of research (see, e.g.,
Refs. [19–23] and references therein) and has given rise
to the so-called one-sided DI quantum information [24].

To exhibit nonlocality or to demonstrate the steerabil-
ity of a quantum state, it is necessary to employ incom-
patible measurements [25]. In particular, among existing
formulations of such measurements [26–28], any measure-
ments that are incompatible—in the sense of being non-
jointly-measurable [29]—can always be used [30, 31] to
demonstrate the steerability of some quantum states. In
fact, the incompatibility robustness [32]—a quantifier for
measurement incompatibility—has even been shown to
be lower bounded [33, 34] by the steering robustness [21]
– a quantifier for quantum steerability.

In the context of DI quantum information, a moment
matrix, i.e., a matrix composed of a set of expectation
values of observables, is known to play a very impor-
tant role. In particular, the hierarchy of moment matri-
ces due to Navascués, Pironio, and Acín (NPA) [35] not
only has provided the only known effective characteri-
zation (more precisely, approximation) of the quantum
set, but also has found applications in DI entanglement
detection [36, 37], quantification [33, 38, 39], dimension-
witnessing [13, 40, 41], self-testing [42, 43] etc. Similarly,
some other variants [17, 44] of the NPA hierarchy have
also found applications in the context of one-sided DI
quantum information. In Appendix A, we summarize in
Table A some of the hierarchy of moment matrices that
have been considered in (one-sided) DI quantum infor-
mation.

Inspired by the moment matrices considered in
Refs. [17, 38], a framework known by the name of as-
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semblage moment matrices (AMMs) was proposed in
Ref. [33]. As opposed to previous considerations, a dis-
tinctive feature of AMM is that the moment matrices
considered consist of expectation values only for subnor-
malized quantum states (specifically, the assemblage in-
duced in a steering experiment). This unique feature
makes AMM a very natural framework for the DI quan-
tification of steerability, and consequently the DI quan-
tification of measurement incompatibility as well as the
DI quantification of entanglement robustness, and its use-
fulness in certain quantum information tasks.

In this paper, we further explore the relevance of AMM
for DI characterizations. We begin in Sec. II by review-
ing the concept of moment matrices considered in DI
quantum information. Then, we recall from Ref. [33] the
framework of AMM in Sec. III. After that, we discuss the
applications of AMM in DI quantum information, specifi-
cally DI characterizations. In Sec. VI, we conclude with a
summary results and outline some possibilities for future
research.

II. MOMENT MATRICES WITHIN THE

DEVICE-INDEPENDENT PARADIGM

Moment matrices, i.e., matrices of expectation values
of certain observables, were first discussed in a DI set-
ting by NPA in Ref. [35]. For our purposes, however, it
would be more convenient to think about these matrices
as the result of some local, complete-positive (CP) maps
acting on the underlying density matrix, as discussed in
Ref. [38]. To this end, consider two local CP maps ΛA

and ΛB acting, respectively, on Alice’s and Bob’s system
(ρA and ρB):

ΛA(ρA) =
∑

n

KnρAK
†
n, ΛB(ρB) =

∑

m

LmρBL
†
m,

(1a)
where the Kraus operators are

Kn =
∑

i

|i〉ĀA〈n|Ai, Lm =
∑

j

|j〉B̄B〈m|Bj , (1b)

while {|i〉Ā}, {|n〉A} ({|j〉B̄}, {|m〉B}) are, respectively,
orthonormal bases for the output Hilbert space Ā (B̄)
and input Hilbert space A (B) of Alice’s (Bob’s) system.
In Eq. (1b), Ai and Bj are, respectively, operators acting
on Alice’s and Bob’s input Hilbert space.

Together, when applied to a quantum state ρAB, these
local CP maps give rise to a matrix χ of expectation

values 〈A†
kAi ⊗B†

l Bj〉ρAB

χ[ρAB, {Ai}, {Bj}]
= ΛA ⊗ ΛB(ρAB)

=
∑

ijkl

|ij〉〈kl| tr[ρABA
†
kAi ⊗B†

l Bj ],
(2)

which is a function of ρAB, as well as the choice of {Ai}
and {Bj}.

Consider now a bipartite Bell experiment where Al-
ice (Bob) can freely choose to perform any of the nx

(ny) measurements, each giving na (nb) possible out-
comes. In quantum theory, these measurement are de-
scribed by positive-operator-valued measures (POVMs).
Let {EA

a|x}x,a and {EB
b|y}y,b respectively denote the col-

lection of POVM elements (also known as a measurement
assemblage [21]) associated with Alice’s and Bob’s mea-
surements, and let 11 be the identity operator. Then, if we
let {Ai} ({Bj}) be the set of operators obtained by tak-
ing all ℓ-fold products of operators from {11} ∪ {EA

a|x}x,a
({11} ∪ {EB

b|y}y,b), the corresponding moment matrix, cf.

Eq. (2), is said [38] to be a moment matrix of local level
ℓ (see also Ref. [45]). Note that for all ℓ ≥ 1, one can
find in the corresponding moment matrix χ(ℓ) expecta-
tion values that are (at most) first order in EA

a|x, E
B
b|y.

From Born’s rule, one finds that they correspond to the
joint probability of Alice (Bob) observing outcome a (b)
conditioned on she (he) performing the x-th (y-th) mea-
surement, i.e.,

P (a, b|x, y) Q
= tr

(

ρAB EA
a|x ⊗ EB

b|y

)

. (3)

Importantly, these quantities can be estimated directly
from the experimental data without assuming any knowl-
edge about the POVM elements nor the shared state ρAB.
In addition, all legitimate moment matrices of the form
of Eq. (2) are easily seen to be positive semidefinite, de-
noted by χ � 0. Thus, in a DI paradigm when only the
correlations Pobs = {P (a, b|x, y)}a,b,x,y are assumed (or
estimated), one can still determine through the positive
semidefinite nature of moment matrices if Pobs is not
quantum realizable.

Let us denote by χ
(ℓ)
DI the corresponding moment ma-

trix in this black-box setting. If there is no way to fill

in the remaining unknown entries of χ
(ℓ)
DI [collectively de-

noted by {ui}] such that χ
(ℓ)
DI � 0, one would have found

a certificate showing that the given Pobs is not quan-
tum realizable [in the sense of Eq. (3)]. From these ob-
servations, a hierarchy [38, 46, 47] of superset approxi-

mations Q̃(ℓ) to the set of legitimate quantum correla-
tions (denoted by Q) can be obtained by solving a hi-
erarchy of semidefinite programs, each associated with
a moment matrix of local level ℓ. Moreover, the hier-
archy Q̃(1) ) Q̃(2) ) ... ) Q̃ provably converges to
Q, i.e., Q̃(ℓ→∞) → Q (see also [46, 47]). In perform-
ing this algorithmic characterization, since any POVM
can be realized as a projective measurement (embedded
in higher-dimensional Hilbert space [48]), without loss of
generality one can thus set the uncharacterized {Ea|x}a
and {Eb|y}b to be projectors for all x and y, such that
Ea|xEa′|x = δa,a′Ea|x and Eb|yEb′|y = δb,b′Eb|y. In addi-
tion, one can further assume that each ui is a real num-
ber; see [38] for the detailed reasonings behind these sim-
plifications. In Table I, we provide a summary of the var-

ious elements of χ
(ℓ)
DI in relation to the operators whose

expectation values are to be evaluated.
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TABLE I. Elements of the moment matrix χ
(ℓ)
DI constructed

from Eq. (2) with the simplification that all measurements
are described by orthogonal projectors.

elements for A
†
kAi (B†

l Bj)

0 containing EA

a|xE
A

a′|x with a 6= a′

(or EB

b|yE
B

b′|y with b 6= b′)

Pobs(a, b|x, y) being EA

a|x (and EB

b|y)

unknown ui ∈ R being otherwise

III. ASSEMBLAGE MOMENT MATRICES &

QUANTUM STEERING

A. Steerability

In the DI paradigm explained above, all preparation
devices and measurement devices are treated as unchar-
acterized (black) boxes. In contrast, consider now a situ-
ation where the measurements devices of one party, say,
Bob, are fully characterized. Then, for every outcome a
that Alice obtains when she performs the x-th measure-
ment, Bob can in principle perform quantum state to-
mography to determine the corresponding quantum state
ρ̂a|x prepared on his end.

In quantum theory, if the shared quantum state is
ρAB and Alice’s measurement assemblage is given by
{EA

a|x}a,x (henceforth abbreviated as {EA
a|x}), then ρ̂a|x

is simply the normalized version of the conditional state

ρa|x = trA(E
A
a|x ⊗ 1 ρAB) ∀ a, x, (4)

where trA(.) refers to a partial trace over Alice’s Hilbert
space. Explicitly, if we denote by P (a|x) = tr(ρa|x),
then ρ̂a|x = ρa|x/P (a|x). Following Ref. [17], we refer to
the set of conditional quantum states {ρa|x}a,x ({ρa|x} in
short) as an assemblage.

In certain cases, instead of the usual quantum mechan-
ical description, the preparation of an assemblage {ρa|x}
can be understood via a semiclassical model. Specifically,
following Ref. [18], we say that an assemblage {ρa|x} ad-
mits a local-hidden-state (LHS) model if there exists le-
gitimate probability distributions P (λ), P (a|x, λ), and
normalized quantum states σ̂λ such that

ρa|x =
∑

λ

P (a|x, λ)P (λ)σ̂λ ∀ a, x, (5)

i.e., the observed assemblage is an average of quantum
states σ̂λ distributed to Bob over the common-cause dis-
tribution P (λ) and the local response function P (a|x, λ)
on Alice’s end. In this case, it is conventional to refer to
the assemblage as being unsteerable. Otherwise, an as-
semblage {ρa|x} that cannot be decomposed in the form
of Eq. (5) is said to be steerable, as Alice can apparently

steer the ensemble of quantum states at Bob’s end with
her choice of local measurements.

There are several ways to quantify the degree of steer-
ability of any given assemblage {ρa|x}, e.g., the steer-
able weight [20], the steering robustness [21], the relative
entropy of steering [22, 49], the optimal steering frac-
tion [23], consistent trace-distance measure [50] etc. In
this paper, we would focus predominantly on the steer-
ing robustness (SR), defined [21] as the minimum (un-
normalized) weight associated with another assemblage
{τa|x} so that its mixture with {ρa|x} is unsteerable, i.e.,1

SR({ρa|x}) := min
t,{σλ},{τa|x}

t

s.t.
ρa|x + tτa|x

1 + t
=
∑

λ

D(a|x, λ)σλ ∀ a, x,

σλ � 0,
∑

λ

tr(σλ) = 1,

{τa|x} is a valid assemblage,
(6)

where D(a|x, λ) = δa,λx
, λ = (λ1, . . . , λnx

), and σλ is a
subnormalized quantum state [σλ = P (λ)σ̂λ, cf. Eq. (5)].
In the above formulation, we have made use of the fact
that, in determining the existence of a decomposition in
the form of Eq. (5), it suffices to consider deterministic
P (a|x, λ) in the form just described.

A prominent advantage of SR is that, as with steerable
weight [20], it can be efficiently computed as a semidefi-
nite program (SDP) [by setting (1+t)σλ as ρλ in Eq. (6)]:

SR({ρa|x}) = min
{ρλ}

∑

λ

tr (ρλ)− 1 (7a)

s.t.
∑

λ

D(a|x, λ)ρλ � ρa|x ∀ a, x, (7b)

ρλ � 0 ∀ λ. (7c)

From the dual of this SDP (see Ref. [51]), one finds that
SR actually coincides with the optimal steering fraction,
a steering monotone (based on optimal steering inequal-
ities) introduced in Ref. [23]. Finally, as remarked by
Piani and Watrous [21], SR can be given an operational
meaning in terms of the (relative) success probability of
some quantum information tasks (more on this below).

B. The framework of assemblage moment matrices

In a DI setting, single-partite probability distributions
P (a|x), P (b|y) alone cannot be used to provide nontriv-
ial characterizations of the underlying devices. This is
because for one to arrive at any nontrivial statement,

1 Throughout, we use A � B to mean that A − B is positive
semidefinite.
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the observed correlation Pobs must also violate a Bell
inequality [13, 14]. Since single-partite probability dis-
tributions alone do not reveal any correlation between
the measurement outcomes of distant parties, they can-
not possibly violate any Bell inequalities. Following this
reasoning, it may seem the case that moment matrices
associated with single-partite density matrices are also
useless for DI characterizations.

While this intuition is true for normalized single-
partite density matrices, the same cannot be said when
it comes to an assemblage, which consists only of sub-
normalized density matrices that arise in a steering ex-
periment. Specifically, for each combination of outcome
a and setting x, applying the local CP map of Eq. (1)
to the conditional state ρa|x, cf. Eq. (4), gives rise to a
matrix of expectation values:

χ[ρa|x, {Bi}] = ΛB(ρa|x)

=
∑

ij

|i〉〈j| tr[ρa|xB†
jBi] ∀ a, x, (8)

where {Bi} are again operators formed from the product
of {11}∪{EB

b|y}y,b. When the set {Bi} involves operators

that are at most ℓ-fold product of Bob’s POVM elements,
the collection of matrices in Eq. (8) are said [33] to be
the assemblage moment matrices (AMMs) of level ℓ, and
we denote each of them by χ(ℓ)[ρa|x].

Indeed, as with the moment matrices introduced in
Sec. II, all entries of Pobs can be identified with entries
in these single-partite moment matrices. For example,
by using Eq. (4) in Eq. (8) and choosing an entry in
χ(ℓ)[ρa|x] such that Bi = Bj = B2

j = EB
b|y for some

b, y gives tr[ρa|xB
†
jBi] = P (a, b|x, y). In a DI setting,

neither the assemblage {ρa|x} nor the measurement as-

semblage {EB
b|y} is known. Thus, apart from the few

entries that can be estimated, each of these moment ma-
trices is (largely) uncharacterized. Let us denote the cor-

responding AMM in this setting by χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x] and the

corresponding unknown entries collectively by {u(a,x)
i }.2

The requirement that each χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x] is a legitimate mo-

ment matrix, i.e., is in the form of Eq. (8) while assum-
ing Eq. (4), then allows one to approximate algorithmi-
cally (from outside) the set of quantum correlations Q,
cf. Eq. (3). In addition, as with the moment matrices
discussed in Sec. II, in determining if some given Pobs is
quantum realizable, we may assume that all {EB

b|y} corre-

spond to those of projective measurements while the un-
observable expectation values are real numbers (see Ta-

ble II for a summary of the various entries of χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x]).

As an explicit example, consider the ℓ = 1 AMMs with
ny = nb = 2, i.e., where {Bi} = {11, EB

1|1, E
B
1|2}. From

2 Although the known data in these AMMs are Pobs, we shall write

χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x] instead of χ(ℓ)[Pobs] to emphasize that the underlying

moment matrices are induced by an assemblage.

TABLE II. Elements of the moment matrix χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x] con-

structed from Eq. (8) with the simplification that all mea-
surements are described by orthogonal projectors.

elements for B
†
jBi

0 containing EB

b|yE
B

b′|y with b 6= b′

Pobs(a, b|x, y) being EB

b|y

unknown ui ∈ R otherwise

Eq. (8) we have that for each a and x:

χ(1)[ρa|x, {Bi}] =






tr(ρa|x) tr(ρa|xE
B
1|1) tr(ρa|xE

B
1|2)

tr(ρa|xE
B
1|1) tr(ρa|xE

B
1|1) tr(ρa|xE

B†
1|1E

B
1|2)

tr(ρa|xE
B
1|2) tr(ρa|xE

B†
1|2E

B
1|1) tr(ρa|xE

B
1|2)






.

(9)
For DI characterizations, we then write this matrix (for
a fixed value of a and x) as:

χ
(1)
DI [ρa|x] =






Pobs(a|x) Pobs(a, 1|x, 1) Pobs(a, 1|x, 2)
Pobs(a, 1|x, 1) Pobs(a, 1|x, 2) u

(a,x)
1

Pobs(a, 1|x, 2) u
(a,x)
1 Pobs(a, 1|x, 2)






,

(10)

where we have made use of the simplification mentioned
above and expressed the experimentally inaccessible ex-
pectation value as:

tr(ρa|xE
B†
1|2E

B
1|1) = tr(ρa|xE

B†
1|1E

B
1|2) = u

(a,x)
1 , (11)

with u
(a,x)
i ∈ R (see Ref. [38]).

IV. DEVICE-INDEPENDENT APPLICATIONS

Having recalled from Ref. [33] the AMM framework, we
are now in a position to further explore the framework
for DI characterizations.

A. Quantification of steerability

As was already noted in our previous work [33], a DI
lower bound on SR forms the basis of a couple of DI appli-
cations based on the AMM framework. For completeness
and for comparison with the improved lower bound that
we shall present in Sec. IVD, we now explain how a DI
lower bound on SR can be obtained by relaxing the op-
timization problem given in Eq. (7), as was proposed in
Ref. [33].

To this end, let us emphasize once again that in the
DI paradigm, one does not assume any knowledge (e.g.,
the Hilbert space dimension) of quantum states ρλ and
ρa|x. However, if the constraints of Eq. (7) hold, it must
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be the case that even upon the application of the local
CP map given in Eq. (8), the constraints—which demand
the positivity of certain matrices—would still hold. At
the same time, notice that each tr (ρλ) appearing in the
objective function of Eq. (7) can still be identified as

a specific entry, denoted by χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρλ]tr in the AMM. For

example, in the AMM given in Eq. (9), the trace of the
underlying matrix ρa|x is given by the upper-left entry of
the matrix. Putting all these together, we thus see that
a DI lower bound on SR can be obtained by solving the
following SDP:

min
{uv}

(

∑

λ

χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρλ]tr

)

− 1 (12a)

s.t.
∑

λ

D(a|x, λ)χ(ℓ)
DI [ρλ] � χ

(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x] ∀ a, x, (12b)

χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρλ] � 0 ∀ λ, (12c)
∑

a

χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x] =

∑

a

χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x′ ] ∀x 6= x′, (12d)

∑

a

χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x]tr = 1, χ

(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x] � 0 ∀ a, x, (12e)

P (a, b|x, y) = Pobs(a, b|x, y) ∀ a, b, x, y. (12f)

As explained above, Eq. (12b) and Eq. (12c) follow by
applying the CP map of Eq. (8) to the constraints of
Eq. (7). However, by themselves, physical constraints
(including normalization, positivity and consistency) as-
sociated with the assemblage {ρa|x} may be violated
and thus have to be separately enforced in Eq. (12d)
and (12e). Empirical observation enters at the level of
observed correlation in Eq. (12f), i.e., by matching en-
tries in the AMM with the empirical data summarized
in Pobs. Instead of Eq. (12f), a (weaker) lower bound
can also be obtained by imposing an equality constraint
of the form

∑

a,b,x,y β
x,y
a,bP (a, b|x, y) = Î~β where Î~β is

the observed value of a certain Bell function specified
by real coefficients βx,y

a,b . Moreover, notice that if we
have access to the observed probabilities Pobs, the con-

dition
∑

a χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x]tr = 1 is automatically satisfied, as it

amounts to the condition
∑

a P (a|x) = 1. On the other
hand, this is not the case if we have access only to the
Bell function Î~β .

Importantly, the constraints of Eq. (12d) and Eq. (12e)
do not necessarily single out {ρa|x} as the underlying as-
semblage; neither do Eq. (12b) and Eq. (12c) entail the
constraints of Eq. (7). The above optimization prob-
lem is thus a relaxation of that given in Eq. (7). For
concreteness, let us denote the optimum of Eq. (12) by
SRA→B

DI,ℓ (Pobs) and that obtained for some observed Bell

violation as SRA→B

DI,ℓ (Î), then

SR({ρa|x}) ≥ SRA→B

DI,ℓ (Pobs) ≥ SRA→B

DI,ℓ (Î) (13)

for all ℓ ≥ 1, thus giving the desired DI lower bound on
SR({ρa|x}) [see Sec. IVC 2 and also Ref. [34] for alterna-
tive approaches for bounding SR({ρa|x}).]

B. Quantification of the advantage of quantum

states in subchannel discriminations

From Eq. (13), one can also quantitatively estimate
the usefulness of certain steerable quantum states in a
kind of subchannel discrimination problem (see Ref. [21]

and references therein). To this end, let Λ̂ =
∑

a Λa be a
quantum channel (a trace-preserving CP map) that can
be decomposed into a collection of subchannels {Λa}a,
i.e., a family of CP maps Λa that are each trace nonin-
creasing for all input states ρ. Following Ref. [21], we
refer to this collection of subchannels as a quantum in-
strument I = {Λa}a. An example of I consists in per-
forming measurement on the input state with “a” labeling
the measurement outcome.

In its primitive form, a subchannel discrimination
problem concerns the following task: input a quantum
state ρ into the channel Λ̂ and determine, for each trial,
the actual evolution (described by Λa) that ρ undergoes
by performing a measurement on Λa[ρ]. For an input
quantum state ρ, if we denote by {Ga}a the POVM
associated with the measurement on the output of the
channel, then the probability of correctly identifying the
subchannel Λa is given by

pX(I, {Ga′}a′ , ρ) :=
∑

a

tr (GaΛa[ρ]) . (14)

For any given quantum instrument I, the maximal prob-
ability of correctly identifying the subchannel is then ob-
tained by maximizing the above expression over the input
state ρ and the POVM {Ga′}a′ , i.e.,

pNE
X (I) := max

ρ,{Ga′}a′

pX(I, {Ga′}a′ , ρ), (15)

where we use NE to signify “no entanglement” in the
above guessing probability expression.

In Refs. [21, 52], the authors considered a situation
where the input to the channel is a part of an entan-
gled state ρAB (B is the part that enters the channel)
and where a measurement on the output IA ⊗ ΛB

a [ρAB]
is allowed. Suppose now that the final measurement is
restricted to be separable across A and B, but allowed to
be coordinated by one-way classical communication [21]
(one-way LOCC) from B to A, i.e., taking the form of

Ga′ =
∑

x

EA
a′|x ⊗ EB

x , (16)

where EA
a′|x � 0,

∑

a′ EA
a′|x = 11A and EB

x � 0,
∑

x E
B
x = 11B. Then, it was shown [21] that for any

steerable quantum state ρAB, there always exists an in-
strument I = {Λa}a such that the corresponding guess-
ing probability—after optimizing over measurements of
the form given in Eq. (16)—exceeds pNE

X
(I).

More precisely, let {Ga′}a′ take the form of Eq. (16).
Then, for the initial state ρAB, the corresponding guessing
probability (after optimizing over such measurements) is

pB→A

X (I, ρAB) := max
{Ga′}a′

∑

a

tr
(

GaIA ⊗ ΛB
a [ρAB]

)

. (17)
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The advantage of a steerable state ρAB compared to unen-
tangled resources in the subchannel discrimination task
can then be quantified via the ratio of their success prob-
abilities. In Ref. [21], this ratio was shown to be closely
related to the SRA→B(ρAB), the steering robustness of the
given quantum state ρAB, defined as:

SRA→B(ρAB) := sup
{EA

a|x
}
SR({ρa|x}). (18)

Explicitly, since [21]

sup
I

pB→A

X
(I, ρAB)

pNE
X

(I) = SRA→B(ρAB) + 1, (19)

and we can provide a DI lower bound on SR({ρa|x}) via
Eq. (13), it follows from Eq. (18) that we can also es-
timate in a DI manner the advantage of the measured
state over unentangled resources for the task of subchan-
nel discrimination.

C. Quantification of entanglement

The possibility to lower bound the entanglement of an
underlying state in a DI setting was first demonstrated—
using negativity [53] as the entanglement measure—in
Ref. [38]. Subsequently, in Ref. [54], this possibility was
extended to include the linear entropy of entanglement.
In this subsection, we discuss how such a quantification
can be achieved also for the generalized robustness of
entanglement [55, 56] defined as:

ER(ρAB) := min
t,τAB

t ≥ 0

s.t.
ρAB + tτAB

1 + t
is separable,

τAB is a quantum state.

(20)

1. Via the approach of AMM

To obtain a DI lower bound on ER, we first remind
that the set of unsteerable states (either from A to B, or
from B to A) is a strict superset to the set of separable
states. Hence, it is evident from Eq. (20) that (see also
Ref. [21])

ER(ρAB) ≥ SR(ρAB) := max{SRA→B(ρAB), SR
B→A(ρAB)}.

(21)
It then immediately follows from Eq. (13) and Eq. (18)
that for any assemblage on Bob’s side {ρa|x}, any as-
semblage on Alice’s side {ρb|y}, or any correlation Pobs

associated with these assemblages observed in a Bell ex-
periment:

ER(ρAB) ≥ max{SR({ρa|x}), SR({ρb|y})},
≥ max{SRA→B

DI,ℓ (Pobs), SR
B→A

DI,ℓ (Pobs)},
(22)

which give the desired DI lower bounds on ER(ρAB).

2. Via the approach of nonlocal robustness

In Ref. [34], Cavalcanti and Skrzypczyk introduced,
for any given correlation {P (a, b|x, y)}, a quantifier for
nonlocality by the name of nonlocal robustness :

NR(P) := min
r,{Q(a,b|x,y)}

r ≥ 0

s.t.
{P (a, b|x, y) + rQ(a, b|x, y)

1 + r

}

∈ L

{Q(a, b|x, y)} ∈ Q,
(23)

where L and Q are, respectively, the sets of Bell-local and
quantum correlations. Moreover, they [34] showed that
the nonlocal robustness NR({P (a, b|x, y)}) for any corre-
lation associated with an assemblage is a lower bound on
the corresponding steering robustness, i.e.,

SR({ρa|x}) ≥ NR({P (a, b|x, y)}). (24)

Hence, by using the first inequality of Eq. (21), we see
that a DI lower bound on ER(ρAB) can also be obtained
by computing NR(Pobs).

3. Via an MBLHG-based [38] approach

For comparison, let us mention here also the possibility
for bounding ER(ρAB) based on the approach of Moroder
et al. [38], abbreviated as MBLHG (see Sec. II). The idea
is to first relax the separability constraint of Eq. (20)
by the positive-partial-transposition constraint [57, 58],
thereby making the optimum of the following SDP, i.e.,

min
ωAB

tr(ωAB)− 1

s.t. ωTA
AB

� 0, ωAB � ρAB,
(25)

a lower bound on ER(ρAB); here, we use OTA to denote
the partial transposition of operator O with respect to
the Hilbert space of A. For a two-qubit state or a qubit-
qutrit state ρAB, the result of Horodecki et al. [58] implies
that the ER(ρAB) computed from Eq. (25) is tight.

Next, by applying the local mapping of Eq. (1) to the
linear matrix inequality constraints of Eq. (25), we obtain
a further relaxation of Eq. (20)—and hence also a DI
lower bound on ER(ρAB)—by solving the following SDP:

min
χ[ωAB],{ui}

χ[ωAB]tr − 1

s.t. χ[ωAB]
TĀ � 0, χ[ωAB] � χ[ρAB],

χ[ωAB] � 0, χ[ρAB] � 0, χ[ρAB]tr = 1,

P (a, b|x, y) = Pobs(a, b|x, y) ∀ a, b, x, y,
(26)

where χ[.] refers to moment matrix in the form of Eq. (2),
{ui} is the set of unknown moments in χ[ρAB], and the
empirical observation enters, as with Eq. (12f), by impos-
ing the last line of equality constraints for the relevant
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entries in χ[ρAB]. Note also that the second line of con-
straints on χ[ρAB] stems from the fact that we now no
longer assume anything about the underlying state ρAB,
but only constraints of the form of Eq. (12f). Hereafter,
we denote the optimum of Eq. (26) by ERDI,ℓ(Pobs).

In Table III, we summarize how a DI lower bound on
ER(ρAB) can be obtained using the three approaches ex-
plained above.

TABLE III. Different approaches to DI quantification of the
generalized robustness of entanglement. Here and below, we
use † to point out a new method introduced in the present
work for bounding quantities of interest in a DI manner.

method bound relations

MBLHG-based [38]† ER(ρAB) ≥ ERDI,ℓ[Pobs]

CS [34] ER(ρAB) ≥ SR({ρa|x}) ≥ NR(Pobs)

CBLC [33] ER(ρAB) ≥ SR({ρa|x}) ≥ SRA→B

DI,ℓ (Pobs)

4. Some explicit examples

To gain some insight on the tightness of the DI bounds
provided by the aforementioned approaches, consider, for
example, the isotropic states [59]:

ρI,d(vd) = vd|Φ+
d 〉〈Φ+

d |+(1− vd)
11

d2
, − 1

d2 − 1
≤ vd ≤ 1,

(27)

where |Φ+
d 〉 = 1√

d

∑d
i=1 |i〉|i〉 is the d-dimensional maxi-

mally entangled state, and 11
d2 is the two-qudit maximally

mixed state. It is known that these states are entangled
if and only if vd > 1

d+1 .
In Appendix D, we show that the generalized robust-

ness of entanglement for these states are:

ER[ρI,d(vd)] = max

{

0,
d− 1

d
[(d+ 1)vd − 1]

}

. (28)

To compare the efficiency of these three methods in lower
bounding ER[ρI,d(vd)] in a DI setting, we first consider
ρI,2 in conjunction with their optimal measurements with
respect to the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) Bell
inequality [60] (see, e.g., Chapter 6 and Appendix B.4.1
of Ref. [61]), the I3322 [62] Bell inequality, and the ele-
gant Bell inequality [63] (see, e.g., Ref. [64]), respectively.
The correlation P = {P (a, b|x, y)} obtained therefrom
for each of these Bell scenarios is then fed into the SDP
of Eq. (12), Eq. (23) and Eq. (26), respectively, to obtain
the corresponding DI lower bound on ER[ρI,d(vd)] (cf.
Table III). The best lower bounds obtainable for each ap-
proach are shown in Fig. 1 (for the lower bounds obtained
for each approach in each Bell scenario, see Fig. 4).

For visibilities less than v2 ≈ 0.9314, the lower bounds
obtained from the approach of AMM [33] and that of

0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1
Certifiable DI lower bounds on ER of Qubit Isotropic States

FIG. 1. Certifiable DI lower bounds on the generalized ro-
bustness of entanglement (ER) for two-qubit isotropic states
ρI,2(v2) based on various Bell-inequality-violating correlations
P obtained from these states using the three approaches
discussed in Sec. IVC (see text and Fig. 4 for further de-
tails). Bounds obtained from the approach of MBLHG [38],
AMM [33], and of Ref. [34] are marked, respectively, using
triangles (▽), squares (�) , and crosses (+). For complete-
ness, the actual value of ER[ρI,2(v2)] for each given value of
visibility v2, cf. Eq. (28), is also included as a (red) solid line.

Ref. [34] seem to fit well with the expression (
√
2v2 −

1)(
√
2 − 1). But for greater values of v2, especially for

v2 & 0.9321, the AMM-based lower bounds appear to be
somewhat tighter, and appear to fit nicely with the ex-
pression 2v2−

√
3. On the other hand, it is also clear from

the Figure that the lower bounds ERDI,ℓ offered by the
MBLHG-bsaed approach—which are well-represented by

the expression3
√
2v2−1√
2−1

—considerably outperform the

lower bounds obtained from the other two approaches.

As a second example, we consider the d = 3 case of
Eq. (27) and the correlations leading to the optimal quan-
tum violation of the I2233-Bell inequality [62] by these
states. Our results are shown in Fig. 2. Again, as with
the case shown in Fig, 2, the AMM approach appears
to offer a somewhat tighter lower bounds than that of
Ref. [34]. Also, the MBLHG-based approach again ap-
pears to give a much better lower bound on ER[ρI(V3)]
than the other two approaches.

3 In general, since the correlations P employed for a particular
value of v2 ∈ [ 1√

2
, 1] is a convex combination of the P for v2 ≈

1√
2

and v2 = 1, the DI bounds on ER[ρI,d(vd)] can be shown to

be a convex function of v2.
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Certifiable DI lower bounds on ER of Qutrit Isotropic States

FIG. 2. Certifiable DI lower bounds on the generalized ro-
bustness of entanglement (ER) for two-qutrit isotropic states
ρI,3(v3) based on the maximum I2233-Bell-inequality-violating
correlations P obtained from these states using the three ap-
proaches discussed in Sec. IVC. Legends of the figure follow
that of Fig. 1. ℓ in the legend denotes the level of the SDP
hierarchy involved in the computation; a ∗ is included as a su-
perscript of ℓ whenever the next level of the hierarchy, ℓ+ 1,
gives the same SDP bound (within a numerical precision of
the order of 10−6.

D. Quantification of measurement incompatibility

A collection of measurement, i.e., a measurement as-
semblage [21] {Ea|x}a,x with a denoting the output and
x the input, is said to be incompatible (not jointly-
measurable) whenever it cannot be written in the form

Ea|x =
∑

λ

D(a, x|λ)Gλ, ∀ a, x, (29)

where Gλ � 0,
∑

λ Gλ = 11, and D(a|x, λ) can be cho-
sen, without loss of generality, as D(a|x, λ) = δa,λx

[cf.
Eq. (6) and the text thereafter]. In other words, a mea-
surement assemblage is incompatible if there does not ex-
ist a joint measurement {Gλ} providing all the outcome
probabilities for any input.

The use of incompatible measurement is necessary
to observe both nonlocality [25] and steering [30, 31].
Moreover, steering and incompatibilty problems can be
mapped from one into another [32], thus suggesting a
measure of incompatibility, the incompatibility robust-
ness (IR) introduced in Ref. [32]. In analogy to the steer-
ing robustness, IR may be computed by solving the fol-

lowing SDP:

IR({Ea|x}) = min
{G̃λ}

1

d

∑

λ

tr[G̃λ]− 1

s.t.
∑

λ

D(a|x, λ)G̃λ � Ea|x ∀ a, x,

G̃λ � 0 ∀ λ,
∑

λ

G̃λ = 11
1

d

∑

λ

tr[G̃λ].

(30)

where d is the dimension of {Ea|x}. In Ref. [33], it has
been proven that the steering robustness of a given as-
semblage {ρa|x} is a lower bound on the incompatibil-
ity robustness of the steering equivalent observables [32]

Ba|x = ρ
− 1

2

B ρa|xρ
− 1

2

B with ρB =
∑

a ρa|x,
4 which, in turn,

is a lower bound on the incompatibility robustness of
{Ea|x}, namely

IR({Ea|x}) ≥ IR({Ba|x}) ≥ SR({ρa|x}). (31)

The corresponding DI quantifier has then been discussed
in Ref. [33]. An analogous observation has been made
in Ref. [34], where Cavalcanti and Skrzypczyk also gave
a lower bound on the degree of incompatibility, quanti-
fied by the incompatibility robustness of Alice’s measure-
ment assemblage {EA

a|x} in a DI manner. In their work,

they first introduced a modified quantifier of steerability,
called the consistent steering robustness, defined as:

SRc({ρa|x}) = min
t,{τa|x},{σλ}

t ≥ 0

s.t.
ρa|x + tτa|x

1 + t
=
∑

λ

D(a|x, λ)σλ ∀ a, x,

{τa|x} is a valid assemblage,

σλ � 0 ∀ λ,
∑

λ

tr(σλ) = 1,

∑

a

τa|x =
∑

a

ρa|x ∀ x.

(32)

Compared with Eq. (6), the consistent steering robust-
ness needs more constraints, i.e.,

∑

a τa|x =
∑

a ρa|x for
all x. The above problem can also be formulated as the
following SDP [by setting σ̃λ = (1 + t)σλ and noting the

4 In the case of a reduced state ρB not of full rank, it is sufficient
to project the observables to its range, as discussed in Ref. [32].
The same reasoning applies to the mapping of the two SDPs
below.
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non-negativity of τa|x]:

SRc({ρa|x}) = min
{σ̃λ}

tr
∑

λ

σ̃λ − 1

s.t.
∑

λ

D(a|x, λ)σ̃λ � ρa|x ∀ a, x,

σ̃λ � 0 ∀ λ,
∑

λ

σ̃λ = tr
[

∑

λ

σ̃λ

]

·
∑

a

ρa|x ∀ x.

(33)

Following an argument analogous to those in
Ref. [33], one can straightforwardly prove that
SRc({ρa|x}) = IR({Ba|x}) for the steering equiva-
lent observables {Ba|x}. In fact, by a direct inspection
of Eqs. (30) and (33), one sees that the SDP for
computing IR({Ba|x}), cf. Eq. (30), can be transformed
into the one for computing SRc({ρa|x}, Eq. (33), via the

mappings Ea|x 7→ Ba|x = ρ
− 1

2

B ρa|xρ
− 1

2

B , G̃λ = ρ
− 1

2

B σ̃λρ
− 1

2

B ,
and the fact that

∑

a ρa|x = ρB. To show the inverse
transformation,it is sufficient to use the inverse of the
above mappings.

In order to provide a DI lower bound on SRc({ρa|x},
the authors of Ref. [34] introduced a nonlocality quanti-
fier [for a given correlation P] named consistent nonlocal
robustness NRc(P):

NRc(P) = min
r,{Q(a,b|x,y)}

r ≥ 0

s.t.
P (a, b|x, y) + rQ(a, b|x, y)

1 + r

=
∑

λ

D(a|x, λ)D(b|x, λ)P (λ) ∀ a, b, x, y,

{Q(a, b|x, y)} ∈ Q,

Q(b|y) = P (b|y) ∀ b, y,

(34)

i.e., it calculates the minimum noise one has to mix
into {P (a, b|x, y)} to make the mixture become local.
{Q(a, b|x, y)} ∈ Q denotes {Q(a, b|x, y)} that has a quan-
tum realization, cf. Eq. (3), and the last set of con-
strains requires the equivalence between the marginals
of {P (a, b|x, y)} and {Q(a, b|x, y)}, similar to the case
of the consistent steering robustness [see the last line of
Eq. (32)]. Since the quantum set Q is not easily charac-

terized, one can rather consider a superset Q̃(ℓ) of Q by
using the ℓ-th level of NPA hierarchy. In this way, one
obtains a lower bound on NRc({P (a, b|x, y)}) by solving
the following SDP, which is reformulated from Eq. (34)

[by setting q(λ) = 1+r
r

P (λ)]:

NRc
ℓ({P (a, b|x, y)}) = 1/s∗, with

s∗ = max
{q(λ)},s

s

s.t. s =
∑

λ

q(λ) − 1, s ≥ 0,

{

∑

λ

D(a|x, λ)D(b|y, λ)q(λ)−
(

∑

λ

q(λ) − 1

)

· P (a, b|x, y)
}

∈ Q̃(ℓ),

∑

λ

D(b|y, λ)q(λ) = P (b|y) ·
∑

λ

q(λ) ∀ b, y,

q(λ) ≥ 0 ∀ λ.

(35)

Using the above quantifiers, Cavalcanti and
Skrzypczyk proved [34]

IR({Ea|x}) ≥ SRc({ρa|x}) ≥ NRc({P (a, b|x, y)}), (36)

which allows one to estimate the degree of incompatibility
of Alice’s measurements from the observed data Pobs, i.e.,
in a DI manner.

Here, we would like to compare our method of lower-
bounding incompatibility robustness with Eq. (36) by
considering the example in Ref. [34]. That is, Alice and
Bob share a pure partially entangled state

|φ〉 = cos θ|00〉+ sin θ|11〉 θ ∈ (0, π/4]. (37)

For this state, optimal measurements for Alice and Bob
giving the maximal violation of the Bell-Clauser-Horne
(CH) inequality [65] are known analytically (see, e.g.,
Ref. [61]). One can, then, estimate the DI lower bounds
on the incompatibility robustness of Alice’s and Bob’s
measurements by using the above different approaches.
The results are plotted in Fig. 3, together with our im-
proved bound SRc,A→B

DI,ℓ , that will be introduced below.
With some attention, one observes a small but notice-
able gap (of the order of 10−3 or less) between SRDI,ℓ

and NRc
ℓ for some value of θ, even though we already

employed the 5th level of AMM in our computation of
SRDI,ℓ (while the computation of NRc was achieved us-
ing the 2nd level of the NPA hierarchy).

Such a gap may be explained by the fact that SRDI,ℓ

does not take into account of the consistency condition
∑

a τa|x =
∑

a ρa|x, present in some form in NRc, which
provides a better lower bound to IR. To improve our
bound, we apply the the AMMs approach to SRc. Then,
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(b) For Bob’s measurement assemblage

FIG. 3. Comparison of DI lower bounds on measurement incompatibility—as measured by the incompatibility robustness IR—
of the measurements employed in attaining the optimal Bell-CH inequality violation of pure (partially) entangled two-qubit
states. The IR of the optimal measurement assemblage as a function of θ [cf. Eq. (37)] is marked with a (red) solid line.
Following Ref. [61], we take the optimal measurements on Alice’s side to be σx and σz [independent of θ, see subplot (a)] while
those on Bob’s side to be a pair of measurements that are orthogonal on the Bloch sphere at θ = π

4
, but which gradually

become aligned as θ decreases to 0 [see subplot (b)]. From the resulting optimal correlations P, one can estimate, in a DI
manner, IR({EA

a|x}) or IR({EB

b|y}) given by the AMMs approach (�), the Cavalcanti-Skrzypczyk approach (×) [34], and the
improved AMMs approach (▽) introduced in this work. For comparison, we have also included the actual value of IR and SR
in each plot using, respectively, a red (upper) and a turqoise (bottom) solid line.

the optimization problem of Eq. (33) gets relaxed to

min
{uv}

(

∑

λ

χ
(ℓ)
DI [σλ]tr

)

− 1

s.t.
∑

λ

D(a|x, λ)χ(ℓ)
DI [σλ] � χ

(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x] ∀ a, x,

∑

λ

χ
(ℓ)
DI [σλ] =

∑

λ

χ
(ℓ)
DI [σλ]tr ·

∑

a

χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x] ∀x,

χ
(ℓ)
DI [σλ] � 0 ∀ λ ∀ λ,
∑

a

χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x] =

∑

a

χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x′ ] ∀x 6= x′,

χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x] � 0 ∀ a, x,

P (a, b|x, y) = Pobs(a, b|x, y) ∀ a, b, x, y.
(38)

This optimization problem, however, is not in the form of
an SDP since the third line contains quadratic constraints
in the free variables. To circumvent this complication, we
can relax the original problem by keeping, instead, only
a subset of the original constraints, i.e., entries
∑

λ

[

χ
(ℓ)
DI [σλ]

]

ij
=
∑

λ

χ
(ℓ)
DI [σλ]tr ·

∑

a

[

χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x]

]

ij
∀ x,

(39)

where i, j are those corresponding to [χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x]]ij =

P (a, b|x, y). With this replacement, Eq. (38) becomes
an SDP, and we refer to its solution as SRc,A→B

DI,ℓ (Pobs).

Clearly, SRc,A→B

DI,ℓ (Pobs) is a lower bound on SRc({ρa|x})
as it is obtained by solving a relaxation to the optimiza-
tion problem of Eq. (38), and hence of Eq. (33). At the

same time, for any given level ℓ, a straightforward com-
parison shows that the lower bound SRc,A→B

DI,ℓ (Pobs) ob-

tained by solving Eq. (38) (with the third line replaced in
the manner mentioned above) provides an upper bound
on SRA→B

DI,ℓ (Pobs) obtained by solving Eq. (12), thus giv-
ing:

IR({EA

a|x}) ≥ SRc({ρa|x}) ≥ SRc,A→B

DI,ℓ (Pobs) ≥ SRA→B

DI,ℓ (Pobs).

(40)
Table IV summarizes the various approaches discussed
above for the DI quantification of measurement incom-
patibility. From Fig. 3, we can see that SRc,A→B

DI,ℓ pro-

vides a much better bound (in some instances, even tight
bounds) on IR compared to SRDI,ℓ and NRc

ℓ. On the
other hand, it is also clear from the plots that, in these
instances, SRDI,ℓ already provides a tight bound on the
underlying SR.

TABLE IV. Different methods that can be used to provide a
DI quantification of measurement incompatibility.

method bound relations

CS IR({EA

a|x}) ≥ SRc({ρa|x}) ≥ NRc

ℓ(Pobs)

CBLC IR({EA

a|x}) ≥ SR({ρa|x}) ≥ SRA→B
DI,ℓ (Pobs)

modified CBLC† IR({EA

a|x}) ≥ SRc({ρa|x}) ≥ SRc,A→B

DI,ℓ (Pobs)
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V. MULTIPARTITE GENERALIZATION AND

POST-QUANTUM STEERING

Evidently, the framework of AMM introduced in
Sec. III can be generalized to a scenario with more than
two parties. Below, we discuss this specifically for the
tripartite scenario and explain how this leads to novel
insights on the set of correlations characterized by the
framework of AMM.

A. Steering in the tripartite scenario

Following Ref. [66], let us consider a tripartite Bell-
type experiment where only Charlie has access to trusted
(i.e., well-characterized) measurement devices. If we de-
note the shared quantum state by ρABC, the local POVM
acting on Charlie’s subsystem as EC

c|z, then the analog of

Eq. (3) reads as:

P (a, b, c|x, y, z) Q
= tr

(

ρABC EA
a|x ⊗ EB

b|y ⊗ EC
c|z

)

, (41)

while that of Eq. (4) reads as:

ρC

ab|xy = trA,B(E
A
a|x ⊗ EB

b|y ⊗ 11 ρABC) ∀ a, x, b, y. (42)

It is straightforward to see from Eq. (42) that the assem-
blage {ρC

ab|xy}a,b,x,y (hereafter abbreviated as {ρC

ab|xy})
satisfy the positivity constraints and some no-signaling-
like consistency constraints, i.e.,

ρC

ab|xy � 0 ∀ a, b, x, y, tr
∑

a,b

ρC

ab|xy = 1,

∑

a

ρC

ab|xy =
∑

a

ρC

ab|x′y ∀x, x′, y,

∑

b

ρC

ab|xy =
∑

b

ρC

ab|xy′ ∀x, y, y′,
∑

a,b

ρC

ab|xy =
∑

a,b

ρC

ab|x′y′ ∀x, x′, y, y′.

(43)

As with the bipartite case, the assemblage {ρC

ab|xy}
is said to admit an LHS model from A and B to
C if there exists a collection of normalized quan-
tum states {σ̂λ}, probability distribution P (λ), re-
sponse functions P (a|x, λ) and P (b|y, λ) such that
ρC

ab|xy =
∑

λ P (a|x, λ)P (b|y, λ)P (λ)σ̂λ for all a, b, x, y.

Otherwise, the assemblage is said to be steerable from
A and B to C.

B. AMMs in a tripartite scenario

To generalize the AMM framework to the aforemen-
tioned steering scenario, consider the analog of Eq. (1)
that acts on the Hilbert space of Charlie’s system ρC:

ΛC(ρC) =
∑

n

KnρCK
†
n, Kn =

∑

i

|i〉C̄C〈n|Ci, (44)

where {|i〉} ({|n〉}) are orthonormal bases vectors for
the output (input) Hilbert space C̄ (C) and Ci, Cj are
some operators acting on C.

Specifically, for each combination of outcome a, b and
setting x, y, applying the local CP map of Eq. (44) to the
conditional state ρC

ab|xy gives rise to a matrix of expecta-

tion values:

χ[ρC

ab|xy, {Ci}] = ΛC(ρ
C

ab|xy)

=
∑

i,j

|i〉〈j| tr[ρC

ab|xyC
†
jCi] ∀ a, b, x, y,

(45)
where {Ci} are again operators formed from the product
of {11} ∪ {EC

c|z}z,c. When {Ci} involves operators that

are at most ℓ-fold product of Charlie’s POVM elements,
we say that the collection of matrices in Eq. (45) defines
AMMs of level ℓ, which we denote by χ(ℓ)[ρC

ab|xy].

In a DI scenario, neither the assemblage {ρC

ab|xy} nor

the measurement assemblage {EC

c|z} is assumed. There-

fore, the level ℓ AMMs corresponding to χ[ρab|xy, {Ci}]
in the DI setting, which we denote by χ

(ℓ)
DI [ρ

C

ab|xy], is not

fully determined. Following analogous procedure as that
detailed in Sec. III B, one finds that the elements of the

χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρ

C

ab|xy] fall under two categories: observable corre-

lation (i.e., conditional probabilities) Pobs(abc|xyz)5 and
unknown variables.

As an example, consider the steering scenario with
binary input and output on Charlie’s side such that
Ci ∈ {11, EC

1|1, E
C
1|2}. Then, for all a, b, x, y, the first-level

AMMs take the form of

χ
(1)
DI [ρ

C

ab|xy] =






tr(ρC

ab|xy) tr(ρC

ab|xyE
C

1|1) ρC

ab|xyE
C

1|2)

tr(ρC

ab|xyE
C

1|1) tr ρC

ab|xyE
C

1|1) tr(ρC

ab|xyE
C†
1|2E

C

1|1)

tr(ρC

ab|xyE
C

1|2) tr(ρC

ab|xyE
C†
1|1E

C

1|2) tr(ρC

ab|xyE
C

1|2)







=







Pobs(ab|xy) Pobs(ab1|xy1) Pobs(ab1|xy2)
Pobs(ab1|xy1) Pobs(ab1|xy1) uabxy

1

Pobs(ab1|xy2) uabxy
1 Pobs(ab1|xy2)






,

(46)

where we have made use of the simplification mentioned
in Sec. III and expressed the experimentally inaccessible
expectation value as:

tr(ρC

ab|xyE
C†
1|2E

C
1|1) = tr(ρa|xE

C†
1|1E

C
1|2) = uabxy

1 , (47)

with uabxy
v ∈ R.

5 To save the space, P (a, b, c|x, y, z) is abbreviated as P (abc|xyz)
when there is no risk of confusion.
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C. Correlations characterized by the AMM

framework and post-quantum steering

In Ref. [33], it was left as an open problem whether the
set of correlations characterized by the AMM framework
converges to the set of quantum distributions, i.e., the
set of P that satisfy Born’s rule. In this section, we show
that in the tripartite scenario, the set of P allowed by
demanding the positivity of AMMs—even in the limit of
ℓ → ∞—generally cannot lead to the set of P that can
be written in the form of Eq. (41).

To this end, we recall from Ref. [67] that there exists as-
semblage {ρC

ab|xy} satisfying Eq. (43) but not Eq. (42) for

any ρABC and any local POVM {EA
a|x}, {EB

b|y}. The au-

thors of Ref. [67] dubbed this phenomenon post-quantum
steering. A simple example of this kind is given by
ρC

ab|xy = 1
4 [1 − (−1)ab+(x−1)(y−1)]ρ̂ where x, y ∈ {1, 2},

a, b ∈ {0, 1} and ρ̂ is an arbitrary, but normalized den-
sity operator. Since the resulting marginal distribution
P (a, b|x, y) is exactly that of a Popescu-Rohrlich box [68],
we see that this assemblage cannot have a quantum re-
alization.

Now, note from our discussion in Sec. VB that if we
start from an assemblage satisfying Eq. (43), the result-
ing AMMs are always positive semidefinite, and hence
are compatible with the physical requirements imposed
on AMMs. However, as mentioned above, there exists
assemblage {ρC

ab|xy} satisfying Eq. (43) but which is not

quantum realizable. We thus see that the AMM frame-
work in the tripartite scenario, as described in Sec. VB,
can, at best, lead to a characterization of the set of post-
quantum-steerable correlations, i.e., a superset of corre-
lations satisfying Eq. (41) that also include, e.g., non-
signaling, but stronger-than-quantum marginal distribu-
tions between A and B.

On the other hand, it follows from the results of
Refs. [69, 70] that the phenomenon of post-quantum
steering cannot occur in the bipartite scenario. Thus
the problem of whether the set of correlations character-
ized by the AMM framework leads to the set of quan-
tum distributions remains open in the bipartite scenario.
Likewise, if one considers AMMs in a tripartite scenario
based on one party steering the remaining two parties,
the above argument does not apply either. As such, the
problem whether one recovers—in the asymptotic limit—
the quantum set, cf. Eq. (41), using the AMM framework
remains open.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work, we have further explored and developed
the AMM framework introduced in Ref. [33]. To begin
with, we flashed out the details on how a DI bound on
steering robustness (SR) provided by the AMM frame-
work allows us to estimate the usefulness of an entangled
state in the kind of subchannel discrimination problem

discussed in Ref. [21].
We then went on to compare the DI bound on the

generalized robustness of entanglement provided by the
AMM framework against that given by the approach of
Cavalcanti and Skrzypczyk [34]. Within our computa-
tional limit, the bounds of AMM appear to be slightly
tighter than (or at least as good) those from the latter
approach. In the process, we also offered another mean to
bound the generalized robustness of entanglement from
the data alone via the approach of Moroder et al. [38].
This last set of DI bounds turned out to be much stronger
than that offered by the other two approaches. In these
comparisons, we considered the two-qudit isotropic states
where we also evaluated their generalized robustness of
entanglement explicitly (see Appendix D).

Next, we compared the DI bound on the incompatibil-
ity robustness (IR) given by the AMM framework against
that of Ref. [34]. In this case, the DI bounds offered
by the AMM approach—based on bounding SR—do not
perform as well compared with those of Ref. [34], which
are based on bounding the underlying consistent steer-
ing robustness. Motivated by this difference, we then
provided an alternative way to lower bound—in a DI
manner—the consistent steering robustness via the AMM
framework. This turned out to provide—as compared
with the approaches just mentioned—much tighter (and
in some instances even tight) DI bounds on the under-
lying IR. Even then, let us note that, in general, a tight
DI bound on the underlying IR does guarantee the possi-
bility to self-test the underlying measurements, as exem-
plified by the results of Ref. [71]. On a related note, we
demonstrated in Appendix B how the AMM framework
can be used to provide a DI lower bound on the steerable
weight, and hence the incompatibility weight—another
measure of incompatibility between different measure-
ments.

We also briefly explored the framework in the tri-
partite scenario. This led to the observation that the
AMM framework generally does not characterize the set
of quantum correlations, but rather the set of correla-
tions where the phenomenon of post-quantum steering
is allowed. However, the problem of whether the set of
correlations characterized by the AMM framework con-
verges to the quantum set in the bipartite scenario, or in
a multipartite scenario where one party tries to steer the
states of the remaining parties remains unsolved.
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Appendix A: Comparison of different

moment-matrix approaches

The following table provides a comparison of different
moment-matrix approaches.

TABLE V. Different moment-matrix hierarchies in the context of (partially) device-independent (DI) characterizations. The
first column labels the name of the author (or their initials if there is more than one author). The second column shows how the
ℓ-th level construction of the ℓ-th level of each moment matrix (for simplicity, we provide an exemplification of the construction
assuming two, or otherwise the minimal of parties where the hierarchy is applicable). Symbols like EA

a|x ∈ L(HA) denotes the

a-th POVM element of A’s x-th measurement, while a POVM element like EAB

a|x ∈ L(HAB) acts on the global Hilbert space of

A and B. For brevity, bi (yi) etc. is introduced to denote one of the measurement outcomes (settings). Mk
x denotes the x-th

observable of party-k.

Hierarchies Moment matrix construction Accessible data Examples of applications

NPA Γ
(ℓ)
ij = tr(ρABO

(ℓ)†
j O

(ℓ)
i ) Correlation P • Characterization of Q

[35] O(ℓ) = 11 ∪ S(1) ∪ S(2) ∪ ... ∪ S(ℓ) (DI) • Various DI characterizations

S(ℓ) = {EAB
a1|x1

...EAB
ak|xk

EAB
bk+1|yk+1

...

...EAB
bℓ|yℓ}

y=1...ny b=1,...,nb−1
x=1...nx a=1,...,na−1, 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ

MBLHG [χ
(ℓ)
DI ]ijkl = tr(ρABA

(ℓ)†
k A

(ℓ)
i ⊗B

(ℓ)†
l B

(ℓ)
j ) Correlation P • Characterization of Q

[38] A(ℓ) = 11 ∪ S
(1)
A ∪ S(2) ∪ ... ∪ S

(ℓ)
A (DI) • DI lower bound on negativity, Hilbert space dim.

B(ℓ) = 11 ∪ S
(1)
B ∪ S(2) ∪ ... ∪ S

(ℓ)
B • Tsirelson bounds for PPT quantum states

S
(ℓ)
A = {EA

a1|x1
...EA

aℓ|xℓ
}a=1,...,na−1
x=1,...,nx

• DI lower bound on entanglement depth [39] etc.

S
(ℓ)
B = {EB

b1|y1 ...E
B
bℓ|yℓ}

b=1,...,nb−1
y=1,...,ny

• DI lower bound on ER (present work)

Pusey [χ(ℓ)(ρAB)]ij = trA(ρABO
(ℓ)†
j O

(ℓ)
i ⊗ 11) Assemblage • Characterization of quantum assemblages

[17] O(ℓ) = 11 ∪ S(1) ∪ S(2) ∪ ... ∪ S(ℓ) {ρa|x} • 1-sided DI lower bound on negativity

S(ℓ) = {EA
a1|x1

...EA
aℓ|xℓ

}a=1,...,na−1
x=1,...,nx

(1-sided DI) • Steering bounds for PPT quantum states

KSCAA Γ
(ℓ)
ij = tr(ρABO

(ℓ)†
i O

(ℓ)
j ) Correlation P • Characterization of unsteerable moments

[44] O(ℓ) = 11 ∪ S(1) ∪ S(2) ∪ ... ∪ S(ℓ) (some Mk
xk

S(ℓ)={MA
x1
...MA

xℓ
⊗ 11, MA

x1
...MA

xℓ−1
⊗MB

y1
, assumed )

..., 11 ⊗MB
y1
...MB

yℓ
}
y=1,...,ny

x=1,...,nx
(partially DI)

SBCSV Γ
(ℓ)
ijkl = tr(ρABCB

(ℓ)†
k B

(ℓ)
i C

(ℓ)†
l C

(ℓ)
j ) Assemblage • Characterization of quantum assemblages

[66] B(ℓ) = 11 ∪ {EABC
b1|y1 ...E

ABC
bℓ|yℓ }

b=1,...,nb−1
y=1,...,ny

{ρbc|yz} • Quantum bounds on steering inequalities

C(ℓ) = 11 ∪ {EABC
c1|z1 ...E

ABC
cℓ|zℓ }

c=1,...,nc−1
z=1,...,nz

(n-sided DI, n ≥ 2)

CBLC [χℓ
DI(ρa|x)]ji = tr(ρa|xO

(ℓ)†
i O

(ℓ)
j ) Correlation P • Outer approximation of Q

[33] O(ℓ) = 11 ∪ S(1) ∪ S(2) ∪ ... ∪ S(ℓ) (DI) • DI lower bound on steerability, measurement

S(ℓ) = {EB
b1|y1 ...E

B
bℓ|yℓ}

b=1,...,nb−1
y=1,...,ny

incompatibility, ER etc.

Appendix B: Device-independent estimation of

steerable weight

In this section we would like to show how the AMMs
approach can be used to estimate the degree of steer-
ability measured by the steerable weight [20]. Given an
assemblage, one can always represent it as a (possibly

trivial) convex mixture of a steerable assemblage {ρS
a|x}

and an unsteerable assemblage {ρUS
a|x}:

ρa|x = (1 − µ)ρS
a|x + µρUS

a|x ∀ a, x. (B1)

The steerable weight (SW) is the minimal weight associ-
ated with ρS

a|x among all possible convex decompositions

of {ρa|x} according to Eq. (B1), i.e., SW = min(1 − µ).
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Importantly, SW that can be computed by solving the
SDP [20]:

SW({ρa|x}) = min
{ρλ}

1− tr
∑

λ

ρλ (B2a)

s.t. ρa|x �
∑

λ

D(a|x, λ)ρλ ∀ a, x. (B2b)

ρλ � 0 ∀ λ. (B2c)

To obtain a lower bound on SW({ρa|x}) via the AMMs
approach, we follow essentially the same steps in the
derivation of Eq. (12) to obtain the following SDP:

min
{uv}

1−
(

∑

λ

χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρλ]tr

)

(B3a)

s.t. χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x] �

∑

λ

D(a|x, λ)χ(ℓ)
DI [ρλ] ∀ a, x, (B3b)

χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρλ] � 0 ∀ λ, (B3c)
∑

a

χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x] =

∑

a

χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x′ ] ∀x 6= x′, (B3d)

χ
(ℓ)
DI [ρa|x] � 0 ∀ a, x, (B3e)

P (a, b|x, y) = Pobs(a, b|x, y) ∀ a, b, x, y. (B3f)

The lower bound on SW({ρa|x}) obtained by solving
Eq. (B3) will be denoted by SWA→B

DI,ℓ (Pobs).
As with steering robustness, SW provides [34] a lower

bound on a measure of the incompatibility between mea-
surements, called “incompatibility weight" [72] (IW). In
analogy to Eq. (B1), IW is defined as the minimal weight
associated with the non-jointly-mesurable assemblage in
all possible convex decomposition of the given assemblage
into a component that is jointly-measurable and one that
is not. Since IW({EA

a|x}) ≥ SW({ρa|x}), SWA→B

DI,ℓ (Pobs)

provides, via the analog of Eq. (13) for SW, a DI lower
bound on IW of the underlying measurement assem-
blage. In fact, as with the case of bounding IR by SR,
our DI bounds on IW can be strengthened by intro-
ducing the additional constraints given by Eq. (39) in
Eq. (B3). We will denote the corresponding DI bounds
by SWc,A→B

DI,ℓ (Pobs).
As an example, we may use the correlations P detailed

in the caption of Fig. 3 to estimate the IW of Bob’s mea-
surement assemblage as a function of θ. Our numerical
results show that, whenever the state is entangled (i.e.,
θ 6= 0), the DI bounds SWc,A→B

DI,ℓ (Pobs) give essentially
the value 1, which is also the incompatibility weights of
the underlying measurement assemblages.6

6 The deviation from unity is negligible except when θ ≈ 0. But, as
θ → 0, we may need to consider a higher-level of AMM relaxation
to get a tight bound. For example, with ℓ = 2 and θ & 1.5◦, the
deviation is within the numerical precision of the solver, but for

Appendix C: DI lower bounds on ER

1. Details of bounds for correlations obtained from

qubit isotropic states
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0.6

0.7
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1
DI lower bounds on ER of Qubit Isotropic States

FIG. 4. DI lower bounds on entanglement robustness (ER)
based on various Bell-inequality-violating correlations P ob-
tained from the two-qubit isotropic states ρI,2(v2) using the
three approaches discussed in Sec. IVC. Specifically, these
correlations P are obtained from Eq. (3) for ρI,2(v2) and mea-
surements leading to their optimal CHSH-inequality violation
(marked with “2222" in the legend and solid line in the plot),
optimal I3322-Bell-inequality violation (marked with “3322"
in the legend and dashed line in the plot), and the optimal
elegant-Bell-inequality-violation (marked with “4322" in the
legend and dotted line in the plot) of these states. Bounds ob-
tained from the approach of MBLHG [38], AMM [33], and of
Ref. [34] are marked, respectively, using triangles (▽), squares
(�) , and crosses (+). For completeness, the actual value of
ER[ρI,2(v2)] for each given value of visibility v2, as given in
Eq. (28), is also included as a (red) solid line. ℓ in the legend
denotes the level of the SDP hierarchy involved in the com-
putation; a ∗ is included as a superscript of ℓ whenever the
next level of the hierarchy, ℓ + 1, gives the same SDP bound
(within a numerical precision of the order of 10−6).

2. Bounds based on Bell-inequality violations

Instead of solving Eq. (26), we have also computed a
relaxation thereof where we fixed only the value of spe-

θ ≈ 0.75◦, we see a deviation of the order of 10−4. Alternative,
tight DI lower bounds on IW for the same set of correlations can
also be obtained via the consistent nonlocal weight introduced
by Cavalcanti and Skrzypczyk [34].
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cific Bell inequalities. For the case of the CHSH [60] Bell
inequality,

SCHSH :=
∑

x,y=1,2

(−1)xyExy

L
≤ 2, (C1)

where Exy :=
∑

a,b=0,1(−1)a+bP (a, b|x, y), our numerical

results suggest7 the following tight lower bound:8

ER(ρ|SCHSH = t) ≥ t− 2

2
√
2− 2

, 2 ≤ t ≤ 2
√
2. (C2)

On the other hand, for the elegant Bell inequality,

SE :=

4
∑

x=1

3
∑

y=1

−(−1)δx,y+1+δx,1Exy

L
≤ 6, (C3)

where δ(,) is the Kronecker delta function, we have in-
stead the following tight lower bound on ER:

ER(ρ|SE = t) ≥ t− 6

4
√
3− 6

, 6 ≤ t ≤ 4
√
3, (C4)

where SE is the observed value of the elegant Bell in-
equality violation.

For the I3322 Bell inequality [see Eq. (19) of Ref. [62]
for its explicit form], our numerical results up to level
ℓlocal = 3 are shown in Fig. 5. With the highest-level
relaxation that we have considered, the minimal value
of ER compatible an I3322 violation in the interval of
[0, 0.25] appears to be linear (up to a numerical preci-
sion of 10−3); this lower bound can again be saturated
by considering a two-qubit isotropic state in conjunction
with its maximal quantum violation of the I3322 inequal-
ity. However, we do not know if the nonlinear part of
the curve where the Bell inequality is violated beyond
0.25 can be saturated. In general, the fact that these
DI lower bounds are saturated by the two-qubit isotropic
state means that the results for ERDI shown in Fig. 4 can
also be obtained by fixing the value of the observed Bell
inequality, instead of considering the full set of probabil-
ity distributions P.

Appendix D: Generalized robustness of

entanglement for the isotropic states

Here, we give a proof that the generalized robustness
of entanglement for the isotropic states ER[ρI,d(vd)] is
indeed given by Eq. (28).

7 Up to a numerical precision of 10−7; likewise for the results
obtained from considering the elegant Bell inequality given in
Eq. (C3).

8 To see that this and the following lower bounds are tight, it is
sufficient to consider the two-qubit isotropic state, obtained by
setting d = 2 in Eq. (27).
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Certifiable DI lower bounds on ER
based on I3322  inequality violation

FIG. 5. DI lower bounds on entanglement robustness (ER)
certified from the amount of I3322 Bell-inequality violation
based on a modification of the optimization given in Eq. (26)
and a consideration of the hierarchy defined in Ref. [38].

Proof. Suppose that for a given ρI,d(vd), the optimiza-
tion problem of Eq. (20) is solved with (t∗, τ∗

AB
) being an

optimum solution. Since ρI,d is invariant under an ar-

bitrary local unitary transformation of the form U ⊗ U
(with U being the complex conjugate of U), we can see
from Eq. (20) that, instead of τ∗

AB
, the local-unitarily-

transformed state U ⊗ Uτ∗
AB

(U ⊗ U)† and t∗ must also
form an optimum of the optimization problem. To see

this, let ω∗
AB

=
ρI,d+t∗τ∗

AB

1+t∗
, then ω∗

AB
is separable by as-

sumption, and thus U ⊗Uω∗
AB

(U ⊗U)† must also be sep-
arable for an arbitrary qudit unitary operator. Hence,
instead of mixing ρI,d with τ∗

AB
, we could just as well mix

ρI,d with U ⊗Uτ∗
AB

(U ⊗U)† in order to arrive at the min-
imum of Eq. (20). More generally, given any optimum
state τ∗

AB
of the optimization problem, the twirled state

∫

dU U ⊗Uτ∗
AB

(U ⊗U)† can also be used to arrive at the
same optimum value t∗.

When performing the optimization of Eq. (20) with
ρAB being an isotropic state, we can therefore, without
loss of generality, restrict our attention to τABs that are
invariant under U ⊗ U -twirling, and hence by the char-
acterization given in Ref. [59] being an isotropic state.
With this simplification, we may then rewrite Eq. (20)
for the isotropic state as:

ER[ρI,d(vd)] =min
t,ud

t ≥ 0

s.t. ωAB =
ρI,d(vd) + tρI,d(ud)

1 + t
separable.

(D1)
For an entangled isotropic state, i.e., one with

vd > 1
d+1 , it is easy to see—by invoking a convexity

argument—that the minimum of the above optimization
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is attained by choosing ud such that ρI,d(ud) is separable
and is furthest away from ρI,d(vd) among all the separa-
ble ρI,d(ud). In other words, the optimization problem
of Eq. (D1) is solved by setting ud = − 1

d2−1 . Equating
the resulting mixture ωAB with an isotropic state that is

barely separable, i.e., ρI,d(
1

d+1 ) gives:

vd + tud

1 + t
=

1

d+ 1
ud=− 1

d2−1⇒ vd − t
1

d2 − 1
=

1 + t

d+ 1

⇒ vd −
1

d+ 1
= t

d

d2 − 1

⇒ t =
(d2 − 1)vd − (d− 1)

d

(D2)

For a separable ρI,d(vd), its generalized robustness of en-
tanglement is easily seen to be ER[ρI,d(vd)] = 0. We thus
arrive at the desired analytic expression of ER[ρI,d(vd)] =

max
{

(d2−1)vd−(d−1)
d

, 0
}

.
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